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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE: 

Judging by the lines – and empty shelves – at 
the market, we are expecting either snow or 
the apocalypse in the next 36 hours.  Snow, of 
course, is a boon to a Connecticut gardener: 
insulation from the freeze-and-thaw seesaw of 
Zone 6 winters. 

It’s true that heavy snow also brings indoor days 
– but nothing that a good gardening book can’t
cure!  “Thoughtful Gardening” by Robin Lane
Fox has been on my bedside table for a while,
its botanical print cover brightening the gray
days. One of the author’s many virtues is his dry
humor: in his first paragraph, he writes, “I have
continued [gardening] ever since, widening the
range of plants I have known, grown, and killed
personally.”

Given a choice, I will opt for a witty writer, and 
that certainly holds in gardening literature.  
Most gardening books are written to instruct, 
but humor and charm make the medicine go 
down so much more pleasantly!  

“Entangled Life” by Merlin Sheldrake (that really 
is his name!) could be a dry slog through fungi, 
slime molds and lichens. Instead, the writer 
employs a light touch and delights us with 
sprightly digressions.  To illustrate how slime 
molds magically find the shortest route 
between two points, he tells of a scientist who  

is frustrated by his inability to short-circuit his 
trips through Ikea. As an experiment, he builds 
a maze out of the Ikea floor plan, and sets a 
slime mold to work. True to his thesis, the slime 
mold is smarter than the scientist, and finds a 
short-cut through the store in record time!  (I’m 
still pondering the commercial potential.) 

Perhaps less appealing than a humorless writer 
is one who tries too hard.  Daniel Hinkley’s 
“Windcliff” is a gorgeous book, but where is the 
grace that made his Heronswood catalogues so 
addictive? Early in this new book, he writes 
disparagingly of visiting an uninspired 
residential garden, and refers to the tedious 
experience as “Groundhog’s Day.”  A while 
back, I seem to have underlined the error and 
added “Smug s-o-b!”  My apologies to Hinkley-
philes, of whom there are many. 

This seems like a perfect month to remember 
the quote from Cicero:  

“If you have a garden and a library, you have 
everything you need.”  Happy February, 
everyone, and may you have a good book that 
lasts all 28 days! 

~ Jane 

 
MINUTES OF THE JANUARY 21, 2021 
MEETING: 

R E M I N D E R: 

The February 
meeting will be held 
via Zoom at 1 pm on 
Thursday the 18th. 
Zoom link to follow! 



 

President Jane Harris called the meeting to 
order at 1:10 pm. Deb Patrician moved to 
approve the minutes of the November meeting; 
with a second by Melissa Roberts, the motion 
passed by acclamation. The Treasurer's Report 
was accepted unanimously on a motion by Judy 
Schoonmaker and seconded by Patsy 
Mylchreest. 

The President thanked Judy and Patsy for 
organizing today’s program, and all their efforts 
this year in unusual circumstances. She 
reminded members who may have not seen the 
film “The Life and Gardens of Beatrix Farrand” 
that it will be available to members until 
midnight. Jane also discussed the variety of 
videos available through the GCA website which 
members should take advantage of as there is 
something of interest for everyone. 

Committee Reports: 

Admissions: Jane mentioned that a long-time 
friend, Kim Wuestefeld, who has recently 
retired as a real estate paralegal, may be 
interested in membership in the club. She was 
not available for today’s meeting, but hopes to 
attend in February. 

Awards: Patsy reported they are working on 
awards. Congratulations to Tom Christopher on 
winning the GCA Sarah Chapman Francis Medal 
for Literature and to Jane for her successful 
nomination of him.  

Bulletin: Jane Harris reported that some copies 
of the December Bulletin are late but you 
should be receiving your copy soon. 

Communications: Debby Shapiro has graciously 
accepted this undertaking and has placed an 
article in the Chronicle concerning Tom 
Christopher’s award. 

Conservation: Christina Wasch spoke of the 
environmental concerns about the expansion of 
the NRG energy plant. Melissa requested a list 

of talking points to aid in a letter writing 
campaign, and Christina said she would send an 
email out. Included In that email was a 
suggestion from Ed McKeon that presence at 
the virtual Council Meeting was even more 
valuable. 

Treasurer’s Report: Mary Xenelis reported that 
our funds are finally fully invested.  

Garden History & Design:  More information to 
follow on a “Where Nature Meets Community” 
initiative. 

Photography: Lynn Johnson reported on three 
photography conference presentations: 
Nebraska Plains, creative techniques for the      
iPhone, and connecting your television to a 
computer with HDMI cables for those who 
might be interested. 

Programs: Judy reported she and Patsy are 
working on the February and March programs: 
A Hull Scholarship recipient and a horticulturist 
from the CT Science Center are on the agenda. 

Visiting Gardens: Debra Patrician reported she 
is planning a May trip to Chatfield Hollow Farm 
in Killingworth. Featured will be a mushroom 
growing operation, an aquatic garden and an 
exotic fowl collection. The date is Tuesday; May 
25, please contact Deb if you are interested.  

Flower Show: Maria Holzberg led the discussion 
of options for going forward with the planned 
flower show. By a majority vote, it was decided 
to postpone to May or June of 2022 as that 
would provide the best chance for a successful 
and profitable show. 

The meeting was adjourned at 1:50 and Judy 
Schoonmaker introduced our guest speaker, 
Karyl Evans, a producer, writer and Emmy-
award winning filmmaker. She spoke on her 
research and photograph selections of the 
works of Beatrix Farrand, the first female 
landscape architect. Most notable in her work 



 

was her extensive knowledge of plant material 
and her use of the natural landscape. Most 
remarkably, two of the photographs included in 
the documentary were of a garden belonging to 
the grandparents of club member Sally Worm. 

~ Mary Xenelis, Secretary pro tem 

 
PROGRAM:  

We are looking forward to our February 
program, a presentation on the greenhouses 
and Foodshare gardens at Auerfarm in 
Bloomfield. Our presenter, Marlene Mayes, is a 
GCA Hull Award recipient who will highlight her 
16 years of teaching horticulture to young 
people. Currently, over 1200 students per year 
come through her program, learning about food 
sources, biology, and chemistry.  

~ Judy and Patsy 

 
VISITING GARDENS: 

Two Visiting Gardens trips are planned for 2021.  
Since future Covid-19 restrictions are not 
known, both are outside tours and open to 
MGC members only. All lunch locations will 
have outside dining options.  For this year all 
trips will be in CT to avoid any transportations 
issues. 

The first Garden tour is Chatfield Hollow Farm, 
in Killingworth CT and is scheduled for Tuesday 
May 25, 2021. Starting time is TBD, probably 
around 10:30am.  There is no charge for the 
tour. The tour will include the Mushroom, 
Flower and Aquatic Gardens as well as a tour of 
Exotic birds. At this time everyone’s 
temperature will be checked upon arrival and 
masks and social distancing practices will be 
required. 

Lunch will be in the Killingworth area, with an 
outside dinning option. 

If you are interested in attending please email : 
debrapatrician@gmail.com 

Signed up thus far: 

Deb, Pat M. Lynn J., Hetti, Patsy, Jane, Sally 
Cornish, Nancy, Melissa, Judy, and Laney.  

Numbers are important when planning these 
events; please email me sooner than later if 
you are interested. 

The second tour is Wickham Park in 
Manchester, CT.  It Is described as a hidden 
gem. Wickham Park is a non-profit, private 
foundation whose property extends into both 
Manchester and East Hartford. The park 
contains 280 acres of gardens, open fields, 
woodlands, ponds, and picnic areas. There are 
ten distinct gardens, including an Arboretum, 
English Garden, Irish Garden and Sensory 
Garden. 

There are two choices for the time of year to 
tour the Gardens. Director Shawn Porter told 
me that there is no best time of year to tour the 
Gardens as they are planted for color and 
appeal from Spring into Fall.  Dates to be 
considered: June 15th and 16th a Tuesday and 
Wednesday, or September 28th and 29th, also a 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 

The preliminary plan is to tour a few Gardens in 
the morning for an hour to hour in a half then 
break for lunch. I am hoping to be able to have 
a box lunch on the grounds as there are many 
beautiful areas to picnic at the park. After lunch 
we will tour the Arboretum. 

I need your input as to what Gardens would be 
preferred: The Irish, English and Scottish 
Gardens it appears can easily be toured 
together.  Other Gardens include The Oriental 
Garden, The Italian Shrine Garden, The Lotus 
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Garden, The Wetlands Garden and the Sensory 
Garden. Depending on the Logistics of the 
Gardens, we can do two or three in the 
morning. The Arboretum tour will be after 
lunch. 

It appears from the Website that there is a 
Parking Charge but no entrance fee; I will have 
more information as the planning proceeds. 

Please email me if you are interested in 
attending, the date you prefer, as well as what 
gardens you would like to tour.  

Signed up thus far: 

Deb, Pat M., Lynn J., Hetti, Sally C., Jane, Patsy, 
Melissa, Judy, Nancy and Laney. 

Your input is valued; please email me your 
thoughts ASAP. 

~ Deb Patrician  debrapatrician@gmail.com  

 

 

FINANCE:  

Endowment Fund Report 
Nineteen members have contributed to the 
fund for a total of $8397.00. Only the 
earnings from these funds will be used, so they 
will help to support the club’s efforts 
for many years to come.  Think of all the efforts 
that members contribute to a fund-raising 
event: here, all you have to do is write a check! 
Thank you for your consideration and for all you 
do to continue the work of the Middletown 
Garden Club. 
~ Mary Xenelis, Treasurer 

 
CONSERVATION: 
 I’m not sure if everyone in the club received 
the NAL Conference invite; if not, here are the 
details: 
FEBRUARY 23-25, 2021 
GCA'S NATIONAL AFFAIRS & LEGISLATION 
CONFERENCE 
Click here to learn more and register! 
~ Christina 



 


“Let children walk with Nature, let them see the beautiful blendings and communions of death and life, 
their joyous inseparable unity, as taught in woods and meadows, plains and mountains and streams of 
our blessed star, and they will learn that death is stingless indeed, and as beautiful as life. “ 

~ John Muir  
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What’s happening with Connecticut’s Trash? 

People are talking trash, literally.   State Department of Energy and Environmental Protection 
Commissioner Katie Dykes has raised the alarm that the state is heading towards a trash crisis.  In-state 
waste-to-energy facilities are aging and in need of expensive upgrades. The Hartford MIRA facility will be 
closing in 2022 and there will be a shortfall of in-state capacity for trash disposal.  If we don’t make 
changes soon, more waste will be shipped out of state, leaving CT residents at the mercy of other states 
and increasing fiscal and environmental costs.    

According to CT DEEP, regional landfill capacity will shrink by 40% over the next 5 years.   Whether it is 
landfilled or incinerated, trash prices will escalate.  The environment will suffer.  UNLESS, we get 
creative and make changes on all levels.  It is not just about you and me switching to reusable water 
bottles and composting.  While that is important, we need to do more. We need governments, 
institutions, businesses, and manufacturers to play a role, a large role, in solving this crisis.    

Also, trash has changed over the years.  The type of trash that is being disposed is different from 30 
years ago.    Flexible packaging, which is not recyclable, didn’t exist.  Single use containers have grown 
more popular.  Take-out has changed significantly.  We have bio plastics, compostable plastics, paper 
with plastic. Not to mention all this new packaging for shipping items.   

Municipalities are not equipped with the expertise or the resources to develop the best disposal 
programs for these items.  We MUST change how we do things.    

With this as a background, the Commissioner of DEEP organized the CT Coalition of Sustainable 
Materials Management, (CCSMM) to bring municipalities together to discuss these problems, share 
ideas and come up with solutions.   Numerous meetings were held from September to January.   Each 
meeting was full of timely information and active discussion.  

 In December 2020 municipal Chief Elected Officials were surveyed to provide input on which programs 
and ideas were needed and most practical.  In January 2021 a “Menu of Options” was released.  This 
document includes 35 different suggestions of how waste can be reduced and diverted and how to 
develop a better waste management system in CT. Options include increasing food waste collection, 
implementing unit based pricing, updating the bottle bill, offering funding for municipal recycling 
programs and passing extended producer responsibility (EPR) laws for paper and packaging, gas 
cylinders and tires.    

It is an important time to rethink our waste.  We can all take individual steps, that is important, but we 
also need to put pressure on our government, our state DEEP, our businesses and our corporations to 
take responsibility and take action.   Check with your community to find out what actions they are doing 
to reduce waste and support recycling. Ask your state legislators to support recycling funding and waste 
diversion initiatives, such as modernizing the bottle bill and extended producer responsibility (EPR) 
programs.  Ask the Governor what DEEP is doing to increase composting opportunities in the state.    
There is no one magic bullet.  All these initiatives complement each other and work together to move us 
forward towards a more sustainable waste system.   We all generate trash.  We all must be active to 
clean it up.   

Kim O’Rourke 
Middletown Recycling Coordinator  
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